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Function+Art / PRISM Contemporary Glass
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- Henry, Jill

- Ichikawa, Etsuko

- Milne, Greg

- Pearson, Steven

- Wolfe, Rusty



ARTIST STATEMENT
I am inspired by natural spaces and phenomena, especially those which evoke sublime visual
experiences. The aim of my work is to engage myself and the viewer in a similar way, but through
virtual, imagined realities. It is my hope that the inherent emotive aspects present within these
experiences not only encourages personal interpretation, but also a greater connection to and
understanding of my paintings.

“Taiga” Oil paint on canvas - 62“ x 62” $4200

JILL HENRY

1046 W. Fulton Mkt. Chicago, IL 60607

www.functionart.com

312.243.2780



“Songline”
Oil paint on canvas
48“ x 48”
$2600.

“Sojourn”
Oil paint on canvas
48“ x 48”
$2600.

JILL HENRY

1046 W. Fulton Mkt. Chicago, IL 60607

www.functionart.com

312.243.2780



“Mistral Winds I, II, III, IV”
Oil paint on canvas - 22“ x 22” $750. each / set of 4 $2500.

“Plexus”
Oil paint on canvas - 18“ x 38” - $850.

“Wailing Wall”
Oil paint on canvas - 16“ x 48” - $950.

JILL HENRY

1046 W. Fulton Mkt. Chicago, IL 60607

www.functionart.com

312.243.2780



Pyrograph on paper
22 x 15”  / $750. unframed
30.5 x 23”  / $925. framed



30 x 22”  / $1250. unframed 
40 x 33”  / $1450. framed



Pyrograph process: burning paper with hot glass







“(re) Production”
Oil on Canvas, 2006. 70” x 180” $25000.

My work for the past five years has been guided by the following story:

Shuzan (shou-shan 926-992) once held up his shippe* to an assembly of his disciples and
declared: “Call this a shippe and you assert; call it not a shippe and you negate. Now do not
assert nor negate, and what would you call it? Speak! Speak!” One of the disciples came out of
the ranks, took the shippe away from the master, and breaking it in two, exclaimed, “What is
this?” - D.T. Suzuki, Introduction to Zen Buddhism.

This story encourages me to question the identity of images and forms that I encounter ratherThis story encourages me to question the identity of images and forms that I encounter rather
than taking them at face value. I try to intuitively investigate these forms by searching out their
essential qualities, and abandoning any preconceived conceptions I may have about them. This
has led me through investigations of singular forms, and multiple objects, and has guided my
hand into this current series based on compiling images, objects, places, symbols, thoughts, and
concerns in the manner of a visual diary. These newest paintings reflect our ability to receive and
assimilate a myriad of information on a daily basis. Although some of this information may be
utterly tragic, some of it enlightening and uplifting, most of it is completely banal. Through intuiutterly tragic, some of it enlightening and uplifting, most of it is completely banal. Through intuii
tive investigation, I try to sort through and bring some type of order to this chaos of daily informaa
tion overload. The paintings have become a record of an autobiographical visual language that
consists of codes and symbols combined to suggest personal narratives that are juxtaposed next
to or on top of previous statements. This creates a layered history in the paintings much in the
same way as we store memories. Some shapes are strong and vivid, while others become
broken and incoherent, only suggested by the pentimenti left as a visual reminder of their
previous existence.

STEVE PEARSON

1046 W. Fulton Mkt. Chicago, IL 60607

www.functionart.com

312.243.2780



“Mistral Winds I, II, III, VI”
Oil paint on canvas - 22“ x 22” $750. each / set of 4 $2500.

“Copulating”
Oil on canvas - 72 X 60”
$8800.

STEVE PEARSON

1046 W. Fulton Mkt. Chicago, IL 60607

www.functionart.com

312.243.2780



“Verticle and Horizontal”
Acrylic, Spray paint and paint pen on paper - 16 x 24.5” framed
$1600.

“Swinging to the Left”
Oil and paint pen on panel - 12 x 18”
$1400.

STEVE PEARSON

1046 W. Fulton Mkt. Chicago, IL 60607

www.functionart.com

312.243.2780
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- Baik, Hye-sun

- Benchek, Brian

- Croasdale, Martha

- Fishman, Beth

- Gryder, Beth

- Knapp, Stephen

- Mears, Elizabeth

- Pierme, Pascal

- Runde, Paul

- Sand, Toland

- Sardi, Carolina

- Wolfe, Rusty



“Inner Rhythm Series #11”
Hand-made paper
120” x 60”

HYE-SUN BAIK

1046 W. Fulton Mkt. Chicago, IL 60607

www.functionart.com

312.243.2780



“Patterns
in Motion”
Hand-made paper
17 x 17 x 2"
$1000. each

“Patterns
in Motion”
Hand-made paper
12 x 12 x 3.5"
$1300. each w/room
$900 w/o room

HYE-SUN BAIK

1046 W. Fulton Mkt. Chicago, IL 60607

www.functionart.com

312.243.2780







1048 W. Fulton Mkt. Chicago, IL 60607

www.prismcontemporary.com

312.243.4885 

Dream River Square Series
6.25 x 6.25" Wall squares

Cast lead crystal
$475. each / 2500. set of 6

 

MARTHA CROASDALE







“Mehalic” - ceramic / 10 - 8“ tiles ($230. each) - 46” x 17.5” - $2300.

“Pfizer commission” - ceramic - 96”’ x 168”

There is subtle architectonic logic which pervades the forms I make. I think of this aesthetic as a sort of organic tectonic; a construction involvv
ing a language of natural forms. Botanical and geological forms seep into an organic/geometric matrix that seems to play out as a sort of Rorr
schach ink blot test. In this sense, my work is as much about triggering an active process of interpretation as it is about representing a definitive
object. There is something compelling aboutthe seamless integration of disparate forms, textures and surfaces which are precisely delineated
formally and yet defy a definitive content. This flow of form is at least partially due to my process of making, a technique I have developed in
order to build form in the negative. A reductive approach, described simply, I dig a hole in the ground and fill it with clay. The holes I make are
quite intricate in surface but none the less still holes. I speak of them being built because in this case, silt being removed from the hole is
equivalent to building my object in the negative. The process is akin to drawing in the dark; the technique is much more about feel and imaginaa
tion. In fact, it is only after excavation that the object is revealed as an object and not a cavity in the dirt.
Chris’s path has consistently gravitated towards and found redemption in “making,” whether in Architecture school at Tulane where his attracc
tion for physical form was explored in the sanctioned realm of cardboard models, or in the sun drenched playground for architects in the Arizona
desert known as Arcosanti, a place where the medium of silt, clay and concrete are the primary means of expression. Playing in the dirt, he
seemed to find his medium of choice and let his activities range from the scale of ceramic houses as demonstrated by Nader Khalili at CalEarth
in southern California to the hand held clay creations ain southern California to the hand held clay creations afforded and indulged upon at Paolo Soleri’s ceramic studio at the edge of the Sonoran.
He later found a nurturing environment for these tendencies while earning his MFA at RISD and achieved breakthroughs working with clay and
silt which led to his current body of work.

CHRIS GRYDER

1046 W. Fulton Mkt. Chicago, IL 60607

www.functionart.com

312.243.2780



“Verticle and Horizontal”
Acrylic, Spray paint and paint pen on paper - 16 x 24.5” framed
$1400.

“Rhoa commission”
Ceramic - 60” x 48“ x 2”

CHRIS GRYDER

1046 W. Fulton Mkt. Chicago, IL 60607

www.functionart.com

312.243.2780



“Verticle and Horizontal”
Acrylic, Spray paint and paint pen on paper - 16 x 24.5” framed
$1400.

“Circle construction”
Ceramic - 36” x 36” x 24”
$4000.

CHRIS GRYDER

1046 W. Fulton Mkt. Chicago, IL 60607

www.functionart.com

312.243.2780



“Mehalic” - ceramic / 10 - 8“ tiles ($230. each) - 17.5” x 46” - $2300.

“Meacham” - ceramic / 28 - 12“ tiles ($450 each) - 52.5” x 93” - $12600.

CHRIS GRYDER

1046 W. Fulton Mkt. Chicago, IL 60607

www.functionart.com

312.243.2780







Flameworking is a technique of working with hot glass. Rods or tubes of glass are held in the flame of a bench 
torch where the glass is softened and then shaped by sculpting and/or blowing. The forms created are limited only 
by the artist’s creativity and skill, in addition to gravity and the sizes of the bench torch and annealing kiln. 

After a successful career in flat glass, and teaching its techniques in such places as the Smithsonian Institution, After a successful career in flat glass, and teaching its techniques in such places as the Smithsonian Institution, 
Elizabeth Mears began flameworking in 1990 when she studied with Fred Birkhill at Penland Craft School in 
Penland, North Carolina. Since then, she has continued developing her flameworking techniques and has studied 
further with Fred Birkhill, Shane Fero, Susan Plum, Hubert Stern, with Robert Mickelsen at Pilchuck School and 
with Sally Prasch at Corning Museum of Glass. She began to focus exclusively on flameworking in 1993. She 
works with clear borosilicate glass and incorporates colored glass either as surface treatment or color inclusions. In 
addition, she utilizes sandblasting, kiln fired surface paints, and gold leaf to create depth in her pieces, which range addition, she utilizes sandblasting, kiln fired surface paints, and gold leaf to create depth in her pieces, which range 
from large sculptures to functional items. 

Shift 62 x 30 x 6.5" (installation size is variable - each bundle approx 18” x 6”)
Glass flameworked & sandblasted, wax linen lusters and steel - $25000.

 

ELIZABETH MEARS



Shift (detail)

 

ELIZABETH MEARS



ARTIST STATEMENT

I have a question for you. Do you think an artist understands his own creation? For me, my art is more
a personal question sent in a bottle in the ocean. But you are the ocean.

I am proud if you see my work more as a sweet interrogation, then as an affirmative message. I don't
wantwant to say, "This is what I am doing and you have to understand". Nor do I want to proclaim a rigid and
affirmative statement. The spectator is a part of the creation. The title of the sculpture is merely an
opening for the imagination. My hope is that you feel involved in the movement of this three dimenn
sional emotion. But understand that the movement is you, not the sculpture.

Some scientists say water has memory. I think wood has memory, too, because of its individuality, its
smell, its temperature, its origin. This medium is strong, smart, full of character, unexpected - very
feminine. A wood sculpture is unique not only by its shape, but also by the moment when its creator
needed help and allowed the medium to take some initiative. Nothing is more boring than to be totally
in control.

1046 W. Fulton Mkt. Chicago, IL 60607

www.functionart.com

312.243.2780

“Les Origines 39”
(3 views) mahogany & mixt media

39 x 41”
$8000.

PASCAL



1046 W. Fulton Mkt. Chicago, IL 60607

www.functionart.com

312.243.2780

“Les Origines 39”
mahogany & mixt media

39 x 41”
$8000.

PASCAL



"Les origines 38”
mahogany - 33“ x 81”

$9000.

PASCAL

1046 W. Fulton Mkt. Chicago, IL 60607

www.functionart.com

312.243.2780



"Les quatres temps 1”
mixt media

23 x 50”
$7000.

PASCAL

1046 W. Fulton Mkt. Chicago, IL 60607

www.functionart.com

312.243.2780



“Marketplace”
Blown Glass
96” x 16” dia.”
$8200.

Of all the mediums I have explored, glass

has been the most seductive. From my

first experience with the molten glass,

the substance - with its intense heat andthe substance - with its intense heat and

dynamic properties, consumed me. In the

objects I create, I try to convey objects of

beauty and grace. Sometimes that beauty

and grace is soft and sensual, other times

it is hard edged and jagged.

My relationship with glass has evolvedMy relationship with glass has evolved

over time and will continue to do so as

I become more intimate with and knowll

edgeable of this fiery substance.

PAUL RUNDE

1046 W. Fulton Mkt. Chicago, IL 60607

www.functionart.com

312.243.2780





TOLAND SAND

Dichroic Wall Mounted sculptures
Optical glass & dichroic, stainless steel mounts
as shown average 20” x 2” x 2” $7500. each element

...mounted as multiples on a wall at a variety of angles, which would 

create a fun colored light shadowed melange. Can do in cylinders or 

mounted with the piece turned 45 degrees so the edge is pointing 

out.  The section just off the center is sandblasted sticks as in my 

other work.  The clear sections on the ends could be bevelled at an 

angle to create more optical interest, in that they would pick up the 

colored shadows and bring them into the glass.  The colors you’d get 

on the wall would be blue, magenta, greenish blue, gold, and com-

binations of them.  The light angles can be changed slightly to wash 

the walls more broadly and bring out different colors.  

dimensions and prices variable: 
as shown approx 30” x 30”



“Verticle and Horizontal”
Acrylic, Spray paint and paint pen on paper - 16 x 24.5” framed
$1400.

“Yolks”
Steel and paint

CAROLINA SARDI

1046 W. Fulton Mkt. Chicago, IL 60607

www.functionart.com

312.243.2780



“Verticle and Horizontal”
Acrylic, Spray paint and paint pen on paper - 16 x 24.5” framed
$1400.

“Yokes”
Steel and paint

Various colors and installations
Painted and sanded steel

CAROLINA SARDI

1046 W. Fulton Mkt. Chicago, IL 60607

www.functionart.com

312.243.2780

approximately $50. per piece.
ex: green piece above: ”Forest”, Painted Steel - 5’ x 5’ x 2” - $6000. installation








